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The Philosophy of Makerspaces
Sue Heraper, CSLA President

...makerspaces
embrace the
power of
collaboration.

Approach to Learning
Educational makerspaces have the potential to revolutionize the way we approach teaching and learning. The
Maker Movement is about moving from consumption to creation and turning knowledge into action. In pedagogical
terms, it is located within the constructivist philosophy of education that views learning as a highly personal endeavor
requiring the student, rather than the teacher, to initiate the learning process (Fleming, 2014).
While the idea of making is not new, the Maker Movement has gained momentum in the United States since the
adoption and implementation of the Common Core State Standards. It allows opportunities for informal learning to
take place, which can inspire innovation and increase student performance in more formal educational settings. This
can be replicated in real life. As Eric Schmidt, the ex-CEO of Google says, virtually everything new at Google comes
from the 20 percent of their time they give to their engineers to spend on side projects (Battelle, 2005).
Research shows that play builds social-emotional competence in many domains: language skills, social skills,
empathy, imagination, self-control, persistence, and higher-order thinking. Many argue that our focus on academic
achievement has been at the expense of valuable play-based programs. The Maker Movement may be a way of
bringing back play into education (Jackson, 2014).
The maker education approach to learning is highly individual. It recognizes that no two students will learn the
same concepts at the same rate. It even recognizes that the same concepts may not be learned by all students. Yet
students faced with a common challenge to design their own unique solutions will naturally come to some common
understanding. At some level, maker education is a grassroots reaction against one-size-fits-all education designed for
mass instruction. We know that we are each very unique, and we reject conformity that has been imposed by many
aspects of modern education (Kurti, Kurti, & Fleming, 2014).
The Makerspace Environment
When considering the installation of a makerspace in a library, it is crucial to first consider the environment
necessary for success. A makerspace cannot survive and thrive without a supportive environment. Shiny new
technology cannot take the place of inspiration, and inspiration is a direct result of the environment created by the
space. A simple makerspace with an electric atmosphere of learning will succeed where an equipment-rich space
lacking that same spirit is doomed to fail.
Attracting students to the space is the first big challenge. Students are attracted by an environment that invites
curiosity, inspires awe, and encourages playfulness. The power of curiosity is a deep motivator. The awe that comes
from the unexplained is a necessary component in connecting to curiosity. Playfulness is an extremely important
tool in the engagement of learning. Students who play will learn without even knowing it has happened. Finally, a
makerspace will be much more likely to thrive in an environment where unique solutions and devices are noticed and
put on display for all to see. Regularly recognizing the contributions and achievements by displaying them and having
show-and-tell sessions will keep students’ excitement and confidence level high.
The Guiding Principles of Makerspaces
While we encourage students to explore their unique interests and pursuits, there are still some basic principles that
are important. First of all, it is acceptable to fail. In fact, failure is simply a step toward success. Amazing innovations
are not created on the first try. The path to success is paved with failures. Exploration and productive failure can be
explicitly encouraged by signs, words, and responses to failure.
Secondly, mistake tolerance is critical. Makerspaces must be able to tolerate the occasional broken item by
communicating that mistakes happen, but we fix them and move forward. Steve Jobs taught us that making mistakes
and even failing can sometimes end up being the best thing that ever happened (Linn, 2011).
Finally, makerspaces embrace the power of collaboration. If the challenges presented are too large for any single
individual to solve on their own, the students can work together in groups to find creative solutions that they would
never have come up with individually.

continued on page 9

SUE HERAPER
Sue Heraper is the current president of CSLA. She is the teacher librarian at Newbury Park High
School in the Conejo Valley Unified School District in Ventura County.
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Editor’s Notes

Students as Makers
Mary Ann Harlan, Editor, CSLA Journal

Makerspaces
are receiving
a great deal
of attention
and school
libraries have
embraced the
movement...

W

elcome to the Winter Issue of the CSLA Journal. The theme of this issue is
Students as Makers. Makerspaces are receiving a great deal of attention and school
libraries have embraced the movement and the principles of inquiry and student driven
construction of knowledge and products that makerspaces inhabit.
In this issue Antonio Apodaca introduces us to makerspaces including practical ideas
and suggestions for paradigm shifts in Makerspace Next. Antonio is a public librarian
demonstrating that makerspaces are not only a school library trend.
Kay Hones describes three projects she has implemented in high schools in San
Francisco in the article Making Opportunities in the Library. Students were able to
engage in projects to create pinwheels in a social justice project for Syria, to build bird
houses, and to create paper electronics.
Liz Dodd offers insight in students as social media contributors in the article Students
as Social Media Content Creators. She highlights how participating in social media allows
teachers and teacher librarians to emphasize digital citizenship and responsible social
media usage.
Jane Lofton connects the role of makerspaces to information literacy. In making this
connection she builds a specific argument for makerspaces in school libraries. Her article
Students Are Makers! Building Information Literacy Skills Through Makerspace Programs
provides valuable information for those advocating for makerspaces in their libraries.
And finally Suzanne Sannwald’s article Virtual Makerspaces: Bringing the Maker
Movement to Any School Library introduces a simple way to bring a makerspaces to
the library via digital resources. This combines the work of Dodd’s article with that of
Lofton’s article.
Lastly, I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge the excellent work Jeanne Nelson
did as editor of this journal. We wish her the best in her future endeavors.

DR. MARY ANN HARLAN
Dr. Mary Ann Harlan is the Program Coordinator of the Teacher Library program at the
School of Information at San Jose State University. She is a long time CSLA member
and has been Chair of the Governmental Relations committee and the Northern
Section President.
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STUDENT MAKERS:
MOTIVATED

Makerspace Next
Antonio Apodaca

...a makerspace
is successful if
its users feel,
know, and act
like they can
make a real
difference
in the world
around them.

B

y now, most people have heard of makerspaces. Some of us have already established a space in
operation that is complete with designated staff and emerging technologies like 3D printers, LASER
engravers, and Computer Numeric Control (CNC) machines. The Ventura County Library is
one such institution -- I am the Makerspace Librarian for the 805 area code covering Ventura and Santa
Barbara and my organization values and supports what I do.
This article is for people like me, librarians who have gotten past the first hurdle and now need to figure
out the rest of it. But in case you would like a refresher, according to the Open Education Database,
“Makerspaces are creative, DIY [Do-It-Yourself ] spaces where people can gather to create, invent, and
learn. In libraries they often have 3D printers, software, electronics, craft and hardware supplies and tools,
and more” (Kroski, E., 2013).
It can be a challenge to get a makerspace off the ground from scratch. If you are looking to get started,
fantastic books have even been written on the subject and I encourage you to check them out -- The Maker
Movement Manifesto by Mark Hatch (2013) comes to mind.
Makerspaces are a new trend for libraries, but have been around as long as people have been sharing
ideas and making things together. A new hope is to broaden the library’s scope of service so that our
impact is both meaningful and relevant for users. We want to proactively engage our communities with
topics in science, technology, engineering, and math. We want the act of making to be fun and enriching.
To most librarians, a makerspace is successful if its users feel, know, and act like they can make a
real difference in the world around them. This kind of success can be unique to your site-- a coding club
focused on introducing young women to computer science, a robotics battle where local groups compete
in specialized challenges, or a blitz-style lecture series where local experts get to publically share interest
and expertise on a variety of subjects in five minute micro-presentations.
Whatever the method, here are three things that I’ve learned to be mindful of in order to find success
in the next phase of a makerspace: outcomes, needs, and motivation.
Outcomes
I’ve heard outcomes defined many ways. A quick definition is that outcomes are the measures of the
good we do. Outcomes are qualitative, as opposed to quantitative, and should not be confused with
outputs -- like door-counts, circulation stats, and event attendance -- which are concrete numbers that
help inform our progress, but do not fully illustrate our impact.
According to Deborah Mills-Scofield, “Outcomes are the difference made by the outputs” (2012).
There are some basic tenets to gauge this impact -- changes in attitude, changes in knowledge, and changes
in behavior. Essentially, every program you do will have an outcome statement and a clear way to collect
and communicate data from participants. These components will organize and dictate the development,
implementation, and evaluation of your programs and services.
A good outcome statement aligns with your library’s mission statement and outlines the expected
value of your program. It follows a simple formula, combining a mixture of the program title, intended
impact, target audience, and method. For instance, the Ventura County Library inspires our community
to explore, discover, and connect with a 3D Printed Guitar Pick workshop -- tweens, ages 9 to 12, will learn
the basics of 3D-modelling through hands-on exercises that incorporate engineering and technology concepts by
encouraging problem-solving through design and direct experience with creative tools.
Sound good? Well, next comes data collection to help infer whether your program is doing what
you think it is doing. Note that any feedback system requires several factors that take a lot of time and
resources to gather. None will be 100 percent accurate, or totally valid, so please think of the following as
rules of thumb:
• Changes in attitude can be measured by a survey.
• Changes in knowledge can be measured via assessment.
• Changes in behavior can be measured by observing performances.
Now, once you have your coffee or tea, it is time to reflect. Please spend as much time synthesizing
the results of your data as you have done planning the program in the first place. Dedicating time to this
process will help you get an idea of what you are actually doing in the makerspace. This step will also help
continued on next page
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continued from previous page
...makerspaces
need to be
messy, noisy
places of
innovation.

you define success and offer information for a compelling narrative of your activities. Your stakeholders,
leaders, and users all need to hear and understand your story, so be sure to know it well and tell it often.
Outcomes can be tricky for libraries, but working on them is worth the time and energy. Regardless
of whether we are discussing traditional services like literacy education or new outcomes like makerspaces,
there is an ongoing quest to find objective meaning in what we do. Outcomes shape the overall strategy of
organizations, so let your efforts start leading the conversation.
Needs
Needs are all about community. Answers to questions like What does my public want? and What can
my library do about it? must drive your goals. Specifically for makerspaces, we need to ensure that our
services are relevant to your neighborhood. It is also important to interview local schools, nonprofits, and
commerce groups to take the virtual temperature of your surroundings.
This is called a needs analysis or community needs assessment. I recommend doing this process a
lot, making it a routine part of your planning and review. A simple way to get started is to organize small
30-minute focus groups where targeted audiences are invited to participate and offer input. You can start
with a small business group and an educator group. Ask them direct and open-ended questions about their
experiences and expectations -- record their answers and assemble any keywords or repeated concepts into
an infographic, or word cloud, that paints a clear picture of what they want.
What you will have is a meaningful summary that gives a snapshot of interests from the community.
The next step will be reporting this information to stakeholders, such as your supervisory and advisory
committees. Keep in mind that a single report is a baseline and will not be enough to fully tell your story
-- you will either need to revisit this same group later in the year or combine the results with other microgroups. Still, we have to start somewhere and the information from this process is valuable to forming
outcome statements and ultimately shaping our makerspaces.
Speaking of which, I have learned that makerspaces need to be messy, noisy places of innovation.
“It needs to be busy; it needs to be loud…” according to one such conversation I had with a local
entrepreneur. All easier said than done, because the truth is, a successful makerspace will go against the
fundamental comfort-zone of fellow library staffers and the occasional skeptical administrator. This is a
growing pain and despite the struggle, it is a good thing -- remember that our goal is to keep our services
relevant and ruffling a few feathers means that we are doing it right. Still, it is indeed unconventional and
can cause issues for those with a more traditional view of the library.
But fighting to expand the concept of a library is totally worth the headache. I implore any librarian
responsible for a makerspace to immediately drop everything and tour the nearest privately operated
hackerspace. I can almost guarantee it will be a mess -- stuff will be piled everywhere, computer tower
cases will be open with wire-guts spilling out. There might even be a few dogs and cats running around.
Makerspaces are like a community garage or toolshed, so carefully gather a piece of that mess and bring it
back to the library.
Motivation
With his game-changing book, Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us, Daniel H. Pink
(2011) reshaped my approach in leading a maker movement. Anyone remotely interested in getting the
best possible results out of their team ought to read this right now. I think it is a modern appraisal of how
new leaders should rethink the classic approach to motivation, or the old carrot-and-stick model.
It all comes down to how problem-solving works. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume all problems
can be approached one of two ways -- algorithmically and heuristically:
Algorithmic means applying an established set of methodologies to find a solution. For instance,
a mechanic running diagnostics on a vehicle, an attorney finding legal precedent to uphold his
case, or a doctor using vital signs to determine the general health of her patient (Pink, D. H.,
2011).
Heuristic means applying creative or discovery-based methods to find solutions -- for example, a
farmer quickly rerouting irrigation in a rainstorm, a theoretical physicist developing a model of
the origins of the universe, or a librarian attempting to find relevancy in a makerspace (Pink, D.
H., 2011).
Of course, the reality is that each approach feeds into the other and they make up the totality of human
problem-solving when combined. Neither is better than the other, but in this singular case, they are
different enough and worthy of independent exploration.
continued on next page
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they have
opportunities
for mastery,
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algorithmic approach. It is good to have a concrete process for the group to follow and to set
For unboxing a brand new 3D printer, for gauging Logistics, and for routine troublshooting, use an
algorithmic approach. It is good to have a concrete process for the group to follow and to set performance
goals. Makers can be motivated to do algorithmic tasks with traditional carrot-and-stick systems, like
positive and negative reinforcements. Incentives and punishments can help shape behaviors and get results
in this regard. Using standardized methods can also be useful in setting operational procedures and laying
a logical foundation of progress.
But productivity in a makerspace also requires a more diverse approach. Making can be a heuristic
thing. We need an appreciation of discovery through free play to build a sense of intrinsic motivation
-- or to do stuff for the simple sake of doing it. Awards and prizes will not be the things pushing them
to “make” better. Thanks to the heuristic nature of making, there is not a manual for how to build good
makers, rather they develop themselves.
Makers are driven for lots of reasons and by lots of things, both extrinsic and intrinsic. Some makers
will share your skills and interests, and others will not. Understanding how motivation happens at a core
level, regardless of an individual’s background, will breathe new life into your makerspace. According
to Pink, when it comes to creative problem solving, motivation happens in people when they have
opportunities for mastery, autonomy, and purpose -- or MAP for short (2011).
To build mastery, let your audience practice. Never vary from this formula -- makerspace sessions are
one-third lecture and two-thirds practice. The emphasis on practicing is important to push makers along
a path of mastery. This means moving from beginner to expert stages, achieving skills like levels in a video
game. The early developmental stage will require full supervision when using hardware and software. This
will be followed by a working, or functional, stage of straightforward coaching. The final stage of active
mastery will hardly require you at all. An example is a computer coding club where the members steer
themselves in group thinking, collaborative research, and rapid prototyping.
I devoted a good part of my professional life to digital badging with the Great Reading Adventure,
an open source project that reimagined online summer reading programs(Apodaca, A. & O’Malley, C.,
2016). I learned that badges are an easy way to organize the process of mastery. They signify achievement
and serve as a public scoreboard of accomplishments. Think of it like a skill path that is unique to your
needs, winding through a jungle of makerspace challenges. Digital badging can offer some direction in
this jungle, helping to navigate the whirlwind of a heuristic culture.
To build autonomy, give your makers the freedom to not only choose the projects they work on,
but also how they work on them. Makerspaces flourish when their members are allowed to tinker with
independent projects. This sort of autonomy can actually be planned for -- every concept you introduce
along your skill path should be accompanied by hour-long open workshop sessions. These moments of
freedom will make the lessons real and relevant. Fair warning, open workshops mean staying late, or
coming in early, and will lead to a general lack of control of your makerspace. Schedules will become loose
and you will take on a supporting role as a “maker-coach.”
Letting go is okay in this case; in fact, it is essential. Time is of the essence, but sort of in reverse -- we
do not need to be more efficient with our time, we need to afford ourselves more time to be inefficient.
This is flipped from how we traditionally think about time management. Give yourself room on the clock
to make mistakes and to learn. Makers cannot be rushed through getting comfortable with equipment
and through the difficult task of connecting with a path of mastery.
It is not win or lose, it is win or learn. Makers ought to be given as much time as he or she needs with
your learning elements, which can be difficult to plan. It will require you to be balanced and equitable,
considering the workload of multiple minds, not to mention maintaining your own sanity. Practicing
effective time management will establish healthy boundaries for you and give meaningful opportunities to
your learners. Looming deadlines and unforeseen shifts in priorities can be handled with agility as long as
you give yourself freedom to account for change. Before you know it, a year has passed and 27 unprinted
3D models will still be on your desktop -- full of promises and stuck in theory. This happens too easily, so
be sure to afford your makers the time to put their ideas into practice.
And please, waste time responsibly.
Rounding out the MAP approach is purpose -- start by identifying a real-world problem and ask
your makers to solve it. Find a genuine need and address it together. Take a local issue and create a
workable model to uncover the situation and explore possible solutions -- for instance, translate a lesson
on sustainable ecosystems into a problem of how to create a new skate park in a drought-resistant
environment. Challenge your makers to develop solutions, dropping scientific nuggets of goodness along
the way.
continued on next page
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A common
cause will
increase
engagement
in your space
and fully
motivate
makers...

The point is not to single-handedly solve such problems, but to encourage others to get invested
in finding the solution. Building a sense of purpose means that an issue’s strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats need to be well communicated and understood as a group. The ideal
problem, so to speak, is authentic and has immediacy -- like how to finally fix that wobbly old chair
stuck in the corner. Makers will magically align with other makers in this quest to fix the chair. Teams
will form, social barriers will dissolve, and potentials will be realized.
A common cause will increase engagement in your space and fully motivate makers under the
MAP system. Without solid motivation, emerging technologies, such as 3D printers, run the risk
of becoming expensive paperweights as opposed to idea machines. So keep your space loud and be
mindful of the beauty of creative problem-solving. Note that little things go a long way -- watch as
your makerspace comes to the rescue of that crossing-guard who lost his/her old whistle by designing
and 3D printing them a new one. This type of thinking will drive development, steer innovation, and
garner genuine interest.
We are doing a good job when our makers are making a difference.
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continued from page 3
It is not necessary to be a technical expert to start a makerspace in your library. One who aspires to starting or
managing an educational makerspace must be resourceful, failure tolerant, and willing to learn. One should not feel
the need to be the expert, but rather stand on the side to alternately cheer and challenge the students.

Conclusion
Maker education fosters curiosity, exploration, and constant learning, which in turn leads to better thinking
through questioning. This environment fosters enthusiasm for learning, student confidence, and natural
collaboration. Ultimately, the outcome of educational makerspaces leads to determination, independent and creative
problem solving, and an authentic preparation for the real world by simulating real-world challenges.
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STUDENT MAKERS:
HANDS ON

Making Opportunities in the Library
K. E. Hones

...there are
so many
more ways to
communicate
today, to
share and get
inspiration.

W

hat I like best is that any makerspace is what you make it.

When I heard about maker programs at a workshop at the San Francisco Exploratorium (2016) around
2005, the focus seemed very technical, mechanical, and usually a solitary activity. The first Maker Faire in
the San Francisco Bay Area over ten years ago brought together free ideas and a place to swap ideas, get
new ones, and show off maker creations. Last year, there were 1.2 million attendees at Maker Faire events
around the world. And there are so many more ways to communicate today, to share and get inspiration.
Over the years I have participated in programs that have encouraged making and prompted me to provide
opportunities in my libraries.
There have been three specific inspirations for the makerspaces I have created at schools.
1. I heard about the Students Rebuild, Healing Classroom Challenge (2016) to make pinwheels
for a matching donation from the Bezos Foundation. I set up a box of supplies (paper, markers,
colored pencils,and scissors). On the outside of the box I posted the directions and information
about the program. Students came at lunch created pinwheels, told friends, then came in again
and again to make more pinwheels. Students helped me package the pinwheels to mail to the
program, too.
Advantage of this program: easy, supplies on hand, needs little or no support.
2. I attended an “Illuminate Your Thinking with Art & Tech” workshop at the Contemporary
Jewish Museum (2016) with a science teacher. The hands-on workshop taught us step-by-step
to create with paper electronics using copper tape, coin batteries and circuit sticker LEDs. We
also received an extensive list of resource and tutorial websites. I wrote a Teen Tech Week grant
provided by the Young Adult Library Services Association to get the paper electronics to provide
our students with accessible hands-on activities that support their science curriculum as well as
incorporating art with technology. I collaborated with a science teacher at each site. Prior to
Teen Tech Week, held in March each year, classes learned basic information about circuits in
science class. Using the library homepage, students could view at least three paper electronics tutorials. During Teen Tech Week in the library, students were introduced to the basic illuminated
books materials and directions. Each student made and illustrated one book.
Advantage of this program: Collaboration with teachers, ties to curriculum, lots of online ideas and
resources, able to get grant for supplies, ongoing interest from students to try new illuminated projects.
3. I applied for the Imagination Chapter Program (2016) last August from a source listed in an
ALA email. All year, ideas and donated supplies (e.g., Makedo, robots) encouraged maker
activities. A great asset is the Facebook page where chapters can share ideas and projects.
At the Spring Inventors Challenge sponsored by the Imagination Foundation, students planned
and drafted ideas for bird feeders with recycled and upcycled materials like cafeteria lunch trays
and plastic bottles. They then built them and put them in the school garden. Science students
at Civic Center Secondary let their imaginations fly to be wacky, have fun, and invent bird feeders for our school garden.
For these students we had a follow-up author/artist, John Muir Laws, visit. He lead students
in drawing nature journals for our garden (including those birdfeeders!). He emphasized that
nature journals include writing and drawing and that journals reenergize the brain to focus on
nature details. As part of watching birds and snail slime, the students started to ask questions,
find the unusual in the common place, and find the new in the old. Laws encouraged students
to be intentional-- ask questions on a regular basis and the brain will develop more and more
power of observation. Journals are very powerful for scientists, naturalists, writers, for anyone to
pay attention to the world and ask questions. Students did not want to stop!
Advantage of this program: Lots of online support, donated supplies, minimal support needed (posters
clearly gave steps).
Makerspaces are just starting in my libraries. Lots of librarians already do maker activities: bookmarks,
coloring pages, origami, bookmaking.
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continued from previous page
TO EXPAND
• Look at your specific student interests (ask them?!).
• Find free resources around the school (old books ring a bell?!?!).
• Collaborate with teachers (bookmaking with any subject area!).
• Write a grant for special maker programs.
• Build on success-displays, more grants, a Student Maker Club….
I continue to experiment with making opportunities. For instance, in the NEA magazine last year
there was a very short, clear article about using drones. Using the information in the article, I wrote a
Donor’s Choose grant for two drones with cameras and Google cardboard 3D viewers. Again I worked
with the science teachers to set up some Maker activities. In August, a Google Summit featured Google
Cardboard resources, so I am planning to expand with new ideas!
Here are some resources for inspiration:
1. Maker Education Initiative’s resource library. http://makered.org/resources/
2. The Tech http://www.thetech.org/educators/workshops-events
3. Maker Shelves @ Asian Art Museum teacher workroom http://education.asianart.org/professional-development
References
Contemporary Jewish Museum. (2016). http://www.thecjm.org/education/schools and-teachers
Imagination Chapters. (2016). http://imagination.is/our-projects/imagination-chapters/
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STUDENT MAKERS:
DIGITAL LEADERS

Students as Social Media Content Creators
Liz Dodds

There is
great value
in students
becoming
social media
content

S

tudents are already creating social media content after school and on weekends. Why not capture
that enthusiasm in the school setting? There is great value in students becoming social media content
creators and curators in their academic lives. Classroom teachers and teacher librarians can guide
and encourage them, while coaching them in digital citizenship and digital literacy skills. While students
like to use the latest apps to communicate with friends, sometimes they don’t know how to use those
apps to communicate their academic content. Nor are they generally encouraged to. Now the construct
of the digital native is being called into question, as teachers realize that students need instruction and
guidance to create and communicate via social media in a classroom environment differently than a social
environment.
What do we consider social media? Here’s a definition from Howard Greenstein:

creators and
curators in
their academic
lives.

Social media are the online technologies and practices that people use to share content,
opinions, insights, experiences, perspectives, and media themselves. They are media for social
interaction. You can tell social software because it is no fun to use by yourself – an account with
no friends connected has no value. Howard Greenstein – Social Media Club-NY (2011)
I especially like the last part about being connected with friends!
Another definition from the same webpage marks the importance of the digital aspect of social media
being crucial for reaching many people:
Social media is a reflection of conversations happening every day, whether at the supermarket, a
bar, the train, the watercooler or the playground. It just allows for those conversations to reach a
broader audience due to digital being a megaphone for scale Hofstetter, (2011).
Now that we have an idea of what social media is, let us move on to defining social media content
creation. According to Reynol Junco, it can be defined as creating videos, images, artwork, or posting on
social media (2014). Additionally, social media content creation can range from negative to positive -from
bullying to being an excellent digital citizen to digital leadership. This is beautifully exemplified in Jennifer
Casa-Todd and Sylvia Duckworth’sinfographic (in conjunction with George Couros), Moving from Digital
Citizenship to Digital Leadership (2015).

continued on next page
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As George Couros says above, if students are digital leaders, they first use the Internet and social media
in a responsible and ethical way, but then also move beyond that to improve the lives, well-being, and
circumstance of others (Couros).
Moving beyond digital citizenship to digital leadership is a worthy goal (Casa-Todd, 2015). It is a
positive and important next step. There is, however, a troubling phenomenon in the other direction that
shows the existence of a digital use divide across the nation in terms of learners who are using technology
in active, creative ways to support their learning and those who predominantly use technology for passive
content consumption. Teachers have at least one more hurdle when thinking about implementing
the practice of students creating content on social media: they have not received enough training in
technology themselves, either in their teacher preparation programs or their professional development
opportunities.
In spite of these challenges, I found kindergarten through adult examples of students creating social
media. These included Twitter, blogging, Snapchat, podcasting, online newspapers including articles and
videos, online posters or infographics, and YouTube videos. As I researched the phenomenon of “Students
as Social Media Content Creators,” I realized that, because of age restrictions on most platforms, teachers
were often the scribes for students and classroom social media sharing in the elementary grade levels.
This is due to the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998, which deals with sharing of personal
information of children below the age of 13.
Elementary Examples:
In this section I outline some examples from elementary students demonstrating how social media can
be used in the classroom.
• Mr. Corcoran’s fourth grade class answered the following question with project-based learning:
• “How can we help the Old Orchard Beach (Maine) Conservation Commission educate our
community about biodiversity and conservation in the new Milliken Mills trail area?” (2015).
Among many other artifacts, the students also produced videos and websites.
• Using Twitter in the Elementary Classroom: Tweets at @MsLsClass and blogs at http://mslirenmansroom.blogspot.ca/. Ms. Lirenman quotes her students as saying, when they are working on
something, “Ms. Lirenman, can we share this with the world?” (2013). They want to put it on
Twitter or blog about it. (K-3rd grade)
• Dr. Brad Gustafson (@GustafsonBrad), from Minnesota, is an elementary school principal,
author, and speaker. He blogs, tweets, and makes videos about what his students are doing, and
they do the same. He also hosts a quarterly student discussion on Twitter with #StuConnect.
You can read some of his posts on http://www.bradgustafson.com/to see what he has done with
students and parents and staff on social media (2016).
• @TopDogKids on Instagram and Twitter tell the tales of Kayla Delzer’s elementary school
class(2016). The students post, but she moderates.
Middle School Examples:
As students mature the opportunities to use social media change.
• Seventh-grade English teacher Amy McMillan (2016) has students blog using KidBlog, which
she is able to moderate (2016).
• PernilleRipp, a seventh-grade teacher, also has her students blogging using KidBlog (2016).  She
founded the Global Read Aloud, which takes place every fall. Teachers read a book with their
students, and then try to make as many global connections as possible. Book lists and activity
suggestions are available (2016).
High School Examples:
• David Theriault, (n.d.), a high school teacher, has students create videos, blogs, Tweets, and
otherwise engage with social media.
• Sherry Gick, Indiana K−12 library and instructional technology specialist at Rossville Consolidated Schools, had her students use Tackkand Twitter to communicate their knowledge of “Free
Enterprise” (2015) (Cooper, 2014).
• In an example of Future Ready schools, the students in Joplin, Missouri, created an online encyclopedia of their area: “Future Ready: Examples of Personalized Tech-Infused Learning” (Office
of Ed Tech, 2016). Shelly Tarter, a Continuous Learning coach in the Joplin School District,
worked on this online encyclopedia website with the sophomores (Everything Ozark, n.d.).
Another example of how social media can be used is KQED’s Do Now project. Do Now keeps students
engaged in the arts, science, and current events. KQED provides support for teachers who want to
participate in Do Now. Here’s how KQED explains Do Now:
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Some students
are doing great
work addressing
inequality,

Do Now is a weekly activity for students to engage and respond to current issues using social
media tools like Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, and Vine. KQED aims to introduce 21st Century
skills and add value to learning through the integration of relevant local content and new
media tools and technologies. Do Now gives students a chance to practice civic engagement
and digital citizenship skills while they explore ways to connect topics in their classes to the
present day. (Wunderlich, 2016).

championing
worthy causes,
empowering
others, and
being positive
role models on
their own.

General Examples:
The Student Technology Conference is presented by students in grades 6-12 and for all ages, and
it is free. The conference is international in scope. Students may present on any type of educational
technology. The keynote speakers from last year’s conference included Victoria Constant, a New York
high school senior who taught elementary school girls how to use Scratch, and Mamadou Diallo, high
school senior and co-founder of The Young Hackers (Hargadon, 2016).
Some students are doing great work addressing inequality, championing worthy causes, empowering
others, and being positive role models on their own, not waiting for teachers or assignments. Jennifer
Casa-Todd mentions several outstanding digital student leaders on her blog Endless Possibilities:
Reflections and Resources, A Learning Journey (2015). One is Aidan Aird, a 15-year-old whose
website, Developing Innovations, showcases fellow students around the world who are working on
STEM projects (2016). Another is Hannah Alper, a teen from Canada. She champions environmental,
technology, and digital citizenship issues, among others (2016).
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STUDENT MAKERS:
GROW

Students Are Makers! Building Information Literacy Skills
Through Makerspace Programs
Jane Lofton

A makerspace
is not simply
a space for
constructing
things; it
encourages
students to think,
learn something
new, be creative
in accomplishing
tasks, share their
accomplishments
with others, and
grow as they do
so.

W

e all thrive on the experience of making something, whether it be a simple two-minute sketch
or a complex, multi-step project requiring hours, days, or even more to design and execute.
Makerspaces provide our students with opportunities to be not just consumers, but makers
and creators. Fortunately, too, makerspaces have many other benefits, including one of the library’s most
important responsibilities: building students’ information literacy skills.
What, though, exactly is a makerspace? As with most recently-introduced concepts, it may take several
different definitions to fully capture it. Here are a few that resonate with me and together provide insight
into important aspects of the concept:
Leslie Preddy shares this definition in School Library Makerspaces: Grades 6-12: “... a destination of
thinking, learning, doing, creating, and producing; where students are makers who think, create, share,
and grow” (2013). A makerspace is not simply a space for constructing things; it encourages students to
think, learn something new, be creative in accomplishing tasks, share their accomplishments with others,
and grow as they do so. With each activity, they can move onto a higher level of thinking, doing, and
creating.
Here is a definition from Laura Fleming: “... a place where young people have an opportunity to
explore their own interests; learn to use tools and materials, both physical and virtual; and develop creative
projects.” (2015). This definition highlights the importance of allowing students to create something they
care about, not just something required as coursework. A salient feature of the school library program is its
support of a student’s choice in learning; makerspaces also support that choice. This definition additionally
notes that makerspace offerings are not necessarily physical. Virtual making, such as coding and using
online software tools, may be part of a maker program, too. Makerspaces can work in the digital world,
both in terms of the tools used to make something and through using digital tools to share student work.
Indeed, building a culture of making is much more important than a maker destination or space.
Colleen Graves offers an excellent multi-point definition on
her blog. Here is her graphic summary (2016):
Clearly, a makerspace is a place of inspiration, shifting the
paradigm from student as consumer to student as creator. It
also shifts the paradigm of engagement to actual empowerment
to accomplish something and make meaning from it.
Finally, Andy Plemmons shared this definition on Twitter:
“A space that isn’t focused on stuff but rather the spirit of
tinkering, creating, failing forward, and sharing” (2016). Like
Preddy, he highlights the importance of sharing, and adds
one more key element to the concept: makerspaces encourage
students not to just make something straightforward, but to
experiment and to see failure as a frequently necessary and
inherent part of the process. Plemmons proudly displays a “Fail
Box”in his library to remind students that failure is normal.
I adopted that idea in my library for our 3D projects, along
with a display of successes. Students stopping by the display are
often more intrigued by the failures than the successes! What
real world problem was ever solved on the first try? Helping
students learn to persist in the face of failure is crucial to their
ability to succeed in the real world and to solve real-world problems.
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From all these definitions, you can see that a makerspace encourages (in unranked order): creativity,
student choices, sharing, student voice, persistence, real-world problem solving, exploration, learningby-doing, digital literacy, and tinkering. And it gets better! While not mentioned in any of the above
definitions, makerspace activities also encourage collaboration; it is inevitable that many activities will
involve pairs or groups of students working together. Moreover, makerspace activities cross arbitrary
subject area boundaries. In my library for example, math, computer science, robotics, and art classes all
have participated in surprisingly similar 3D printing projects. Given time, I am confident that English,
social studies, science, and engineering classes will get involved as well. They even cross age barriers; it
continued on next page
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is remarkable how activities such as 3D print modelling appeals to students of all ages and even adults.
Finally, I already mentioned the connection with information literacy. Here is an infographic illustrating
those links:

makerspace
provides
equity of
access for all
students...

Figure 1: (Lofton, 2016)

At each stage of making activities, students can develop information literacy skills by determining the
need for information about their projects, getting the information they need, evaluating the information
available, using it to accomplish the task, taking ownership of those skills, and sharing their work
with others. Of course, each activity will emphasize different skills, but all will call upon some of the
information literacy skills.
With all these benefits, it is no surprise that makerspaces are cropping up everywhere -- in classrooms,
newly-designated areas in schools, public libraries, and even shopping centers and the White House
lawn.1 I urge you, though, to advocate for placing your school makerspace in your library. Why?
Within the library, the makerspace provides equity of access for all students, not just those who are
taking a special class or whose teachers have an interest in using them. My library makerspace has been
available for class projects, but, equally important, for any students wanting to use it, both to complete
a class assignment independently and to pursue an individual interest not linked to a class. It fits in
logically with the goals of the library to help students both discover and pursue their personal passions. A
makerspace can also serve as a library marketing tool, drawing more students to the library who may not
find their way there otherwise. Once there, they will then also find books, research support, technology
support, and more. Finally, the teacher librarian who runs the library is the ideal person to oversee
and supervise it, since he/she already works across disciplines, is the school information literacy and
technology expert, and can tie together student interests and all the subject and curricular areas.
Saying that the makerspace should be in the library does not necessarily, though, mean that it requires
a dedicated area. Makerspaces can be as simple as mobile carts with supplies, and can move around the
library as needed. They do not even need to start with expensive supplies. Many makerspaces feature
primarily salvaged and donated materials, such as cardboard and discarded woodshop tools and craft
supplies. There are also numerous grants that could seed the makerspace. Moreover, every makerspace
will and should be different, meeting the interests and needs of its population. It can emphasize high tech
activities, low tech, or anything in between.
For two years now, President Obama has hosted a White House Maker Faire in Washington, D.C.
(https://www.whitehouse.gov/nation-of-makers).
continued on next page
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This diagram shares some of the resources to consider including for makerspace activities. I crowdsourced this collection with a request on Twitter. Most of the activities do not require a permanent or
dedicated space:

will and should
be different,
meeting the
interests and
needs of its
population.

Figure 2: (Lofton, 2016)

A crucial first step in beginning a makerspace is to get your community involved in planning it. That
way, it will be sure to meet their interests, and have their buy-in to support it. In my makerspace, I
relied on my geeks Club for direction on where
to start. We began with 3D printing at the heart,
along with little Bits and a raspberry Pi, and
later branched out into green screen activities,
google cardboard, a BB-8 robot from Sphero,
origami, and other simple crafts, all based on
student input. Our 3D printers are on mobile
carts, and all of our activities move around the
library and can be set up easily. To promote what
is available, we have hosted several maker fairs
and challenge activities.2 Frequently, promoting
the fairs and challenges is what got teachers’
attention and requests for class projects using
our 3D printers. We also prominently share
students’ work in library displays and through social media, including Twitter, Instagram, and the
library blog. We also seek out coverage in the school newspaper and news broadcasts.
By promoting and supporting student maker activities that encourage them to solve real-world
problems while building information literacy skills, we not only help them become college- and
career-ready; we may be nurturing the inventor of a game-changing tool to better our world. Let us get
started!
For accounts of the maker fair and challenge activities, see the Mira Costa Library Blog, www
miracostahighlibrary.edublogs.org or my 19 March 2016 CUe presentation.
2
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STUDENT MAKERS:
ENGAGE

Virtual Makerspaces: Bringing the Maker Movement to
Any School Library
Suzanne Sannwald

...a virtual
makerspace-similar to
physical
makerspaces-aligns with a
fundamental
shift in thinking
that school
libraries should
focus as much
on supoorting
the creation of
knowledge as on
the consumption
of knowledge.

H

ave you been keeping an eye on the maker movement, but feel unsure about where to start?
Are you still looking around your building trying to figure out what you can rearrange to create
room for maker activities? Do you wish you could buy maker materials for your library, but
you do not have the funds? Are you feeling overwhelmed as a sole staff member and but are unsure how
you might organize and supervise yet another program? Or, do you already have a thriving makerspace
in your physical library and you want it to extend outside of your walls? In any of these cases, creating a
virtual makerspace may be just the answer!
What exactly is a virtual makerspace? It is a one-stop, web-based space (i.e., web page) where users may
access digital tools for engaging in online maker-style activities.
How I Started My Virtual Makerspace
This fall, I started my third year working as a high school teacher librarian, but just my first year as
a fully credentialed one. Although I have been learning on-the-job, I have also spent the last couple of
years as a graduate student in San Jose State University’s School of Information. During the Fall 2015
semester, I had the opportunity to create two virtual makerspaces in conjunction with the course INFO
250: Design and Implementation of Instructional Strategies for Information Professionals, taught by Dr.
David V. Loertscher.
Well-respected in the school library world for his transformative work related to inquiry-based
discovery learning, Dr. Loertscher challenged our class to create what he called a “design hall of the
virtual learning commons.” In terms of tangible outcomes, my classmates and I worked in small groups
to create an initial virtual makerspace using a free version of the visual bookmarking service Symbaloo
(https://www.symbaloo.com). Each team created a Symbaloo webmix with a particular focus by grade
level (K-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12, adult) or by interest. The results of our collaborative efforts may be found
here: http://www.symbaloo.com/mix/virtualmakerspace.

For this initial assignment, the webmix to which I contributed, along with classmates Amy
Hubschman and Elizabeth Wengrin-Rohrbaugh, was designed for grades K-3 (http://www.symbaloo.
com/mix/k-3design). It was a fun experience since my daughter was then in kindergarten and my son
was in third grade, and I was thus able to test out the interface and resources with them in order to
make adjustments. However, since I work at the high school level, I chose to create another virtual
makerspace for my final project with this audience in mind. With more experience and knowledge this
second time, I created the following version, which is now being used live in the school district where I
work (Sannenwald, 2016).

continued on next page
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Pedagogical Underpinnings
As emphasized by Loertscher (2015), a virtual makerspace -- similar to physical makerspaces -aligns with a fundamental shift in thinking that school libraries should focus as much on supporting
the creation of knowledge as on the consumption of knowledge. This understanding is what should drive
the criteria used for curating links featured in virtual makerspaces. As Loertscher defined for our class,
webmix tools must “encourage the user to create, construct, tinker, experiment, invent design, explore.”
This means that informational websites -- even high quality learning sites such as Khan Academy -should not be included. The idea is to think about whether or not a resource will truly enable a student
to create something new.
While I kept these ideas in mind when curating resources, I felt that it was important to also
communicate foundation concepts to users. As a result, I embedded information into the webmix itself
by linking each letter of the header acronym CREATE to a Google Doc with explanation and relevant
links:
C = Connection (collaboration, sharing, collective intelligence, community responsibilities)
R = Recreation (interests, passions, curiosity, play, creativity)
E = Experimentation (exploration, failure, resilience, perseverance, grit, growth mindset)
A = Action (production, contribution, creation, participatory culture)
T = Transformation (remixing, adding value, digital ethics, digital citizenship)
E = Equity (self-directed learning, having a voice, sharing)
Design Features
The virtual makerspace that I ended up creating for my high school went through a number of
iterations. In the end, here are some notable design decisions that I made:
Free: I chose to only include tools that may be used for free, at least to create a single, complete product. I also aimed to avoid ad-heavy services or those that require account creation
requesting any personally sensitive information.
Browser-Based: Since the school district where I work has one-to-one computing with
Chromebooks, I sought out compatible web-based tools. Compatibility is an important consideration that will obviously vary by specific technology environment.
Organization: When exploring the virtual makerspace online, you will find that clicking on
any of the color buttons expands a pop-up with resources in that corresponding category. For
instance, when opening “Posters/Canvases/Infographics,” there are links to Google Drawing,
Padlet, Adobe Spark, Piktochart, and more.
“Free” Assets: Something that I chose to add -- and that has proven to be very helpful -- is including links to Public Domain and Creative Commons licensed content. These image, video,
and audio assets are organized in categories marked with gift box icons, and this ready access
helps facilitate ethical student use of digital resources in their own creations.
Make a Copy and Make it Your Own!
The virtual makerspace that I created is a product that came together thanks to my collaboration with
others, and I am a huge supporter of sharing whenever possible. If you would like a quick starting point
that you can simply adjust to meet your specific needs, please do so!
• Start by creating a free Symbaloo account at (http://www.symbaloo.com).
• Navigate to my virtual makerspace: https://www.symbaloo.com/mix/vmakerspace and choose
to “Add this webmix.”
• To customize it for your own school, click on the Share button and choose to “Stop updates”
and you will now be able to edit your own version.
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Suzanne Sannwald has worked within the fields of education, libraries, and technology for over
fifteen years and is currently a teacher librarian in the Grossmont Union High School District.
Recognized with CSLA’s 2016 Leadership for Diversity Scholarship and as an ALA Spectrum
Scholar, she recently completed San Jose State University’s teacher librarian program and
is anticipated to graduate Spring 2017 with a Masters in Library and Information Science.

Azusa Pacific University

Online School Librarianship Programs
Prepare for the comprehensive field of school library services. Earn a credential or master’s degree
from Azusa Pacific to become an effective librarian or media specialist in K–12 libraries and support
the educational needs of students and teachers. One of only four schools in California to offer
these programs, APU is known for graduating prepared, compassionate educators who stand
apart in their field.

O nline T e a c h e r L i b r a r i a n
S e rv ic e s C red e n t i a l
Prepares candidates for the specialized role of school
librarianship in today’s K–12 schools. Students
graduate ready to serve as educational leaders who
are experts in technology, literacy, and diversity.
AT A GLANCE
Units: 30
Average completion time: 15 months
Base cost: $17,820
Take the next step and apply today!
apu.edu/schoollibrarianship

On lin e M.A.E d. in Sch ool L ibr ar ian sh ip
with embedded Teach er L ibr ar ian
Ser vices C r eden tial
Designed for individuals who want to work as librarians
or media specialists in K–12 school libraries. Students
graduate ready to connect teachers and their
students with services and resources to enhance the
educational experience.
AT A GLANCE
Units: 39
Average completion time: 18 months
Base cost: $23,166

Graduate and Professional Center
(626) 815-4570 | gpc@apu.edu
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Harvest the Possibilities: Conference 2017
Janice Gilmore, CSLA Conference Coordinator

I have been thinking about our CSLA Conference February 1-5, 2017 in Sonoma. As
conference coordinator it’s my job to make sure we attract as many library media educators as
possible. Coming to conference can be a struggle, especially if it requires a great deal of travel,
writing sub plans, or getting permission from your administrator to come.
In preparation for the upcoming conference, our committee read through the evaluations from
the 2016 conference, and it occurred to us that the results revealed the truly outstanding and
remarkable program that CSLA puts together to encourage the personal and professional growth
of its members.
So, what are the benefits of “going away” to conference?
1. You get a fresh perspective.
You are no longer with the same group of people you see at work every day. You are able to get
away from the pressures of half-finished projects, teacher requests, the shelves that need weeding,
and the students that all need help. You are able to focus on new ideas, meet people with vast
experience and others just starting out with bright eyes ready to take on the world.
2. You appreciate your position, school, or work environment more.
As you listen to the experiences of your colleagues, you may realize that you have it better than
you thought. Your library is the best place on campus. The size of your collection sounds so much
bigger and robust now. Your programs sound similar to the ones garnishing awards.
3. You try new things - restaurants, events, and even an Uber ride.
While there are several meals included in the conference, there are also some opportunities for
you to get out and explore Rohnert Park. There are restaurants that are walkable, but you could
also set up an Uber ride if your tastes take you farther afield.
4. You are exposed to a new environment.
Where else but at a school library conference can you talk for as long as you want about ebooks,
intellectual freedom, technology tools, collection development, what you are teaching, and your
challenges?
5. You are more likely to branch out to try to
make new friends.
Maybe you came to conference with a few
friends or maybe you came with none. Either
way, here’s a chance to network! You get to meet
like-minded colleagues from all over California
and learn about their school library programs.
6. The independence.
If you choose to go out, stay out as long as
your heart desires. No one at conference will
stop you.
7. You get to choose what you want to learn.
With over 20 workshops and 80 concurrent sessions to choose from, you plan your own
schedule.
8. You have a better sense of direction.
What will your library program look like next year? Will it be the same plan book you used this
year or will you implement dramatic change?
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9. You learn more about yourself.
Have you been reticent to try new things? Do you work yourself silly in the library, yet no one seems
to know all the great things that are happening? Are you at the zenith of your expertise or do you still
have room to grow? Are you ready to become more involved in your professional organization?
10. You get the full conference experience.
Similar to “going away to have a college experience” instead of living at home and going to
community college, attending a library conference is unlike after-school or district provided staff
development. You will never get to experience full immersion like this.
Everyone is a little apprehensive of coming to conference at first, but trust me, it’s so worth it.

JANICE GILMORE
Janice served as CSLA State President 2013-14 and on the CSLA state and region boards
for over 10 years. Her book, Simply Indispensable: An Action Guide for School Librarians
was published by Libraries Unlimited in 2010. She currently teaches exploratory
projects through humanities and science to 4th grade students in Spring Valley, CA.

Inspire, Connect, Enrich

Author Assemblies for Grades Pre-K – 6th
Family Reading Nights in English and ¡español!
“You are an excellent presenter
modeling multilingualism, music,
creativity, and originality in
addition to authoring fun books.
You do an awesome job bringing
reading joy to the students.”
—Louise Pontius, Librarian, Cantú
Elementary School Alton, TX

www.matthewgollub.com mg@matthewgollub.com
Tel. (707) 544-4720
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Sustaining Members
ABDO Publishing abdopublishing.com
8000 W. 78th Street, Suite 310 edina, MN 55439
Paul Skaj, VP of Sales & Marketing (952) 698-2403 pskaj@abdopublishing.com

Britannica Digital Learning www.info.eb.com
331 N. La Salle Street Chicago, IL 60654
Marie Giannola, education Sales Consultant, Southern California Cell: (312) 593-3532
Office: (800) 621-3900 x 7431 mgiannola@eb.com
Ben Forbes, education Sales Consultant, Northern California Cell: (916) 607-8313 bforbes@eb.com

Fact cite Online thelincolnlibrary.com
812 Huron rd. e, Suite 401 Cleveland, OH 4411
Susan Gall, (216) 781-9594 sgall@thelincolnlibrary.com

*Follett School Solutions http://follett.com
1340 ridgeview Drive McHenry, IL 60050-7047
Timothy Edmonds, regional Sales Director (888) 511-5114

Gale cengage Learning cengage.com
27500 Drake road Farmington Hills, MI 48331-3535 (800) 877-4253 x2897
Lisa Kovach, education Sales Consultant-Southern California (800)877-4253 x2897
Lisa.kovach@cengage.com

Junior Library Guild juniorlibraryguild.com
7858 Industrial Parkway Plain City, OH 43064
Deborah Ford, dford@juniorlibraryguild.com

*Mackin Educational Resources mackin.com
3505 County road 42 W Burnsville, MN 55306 (800) 245-9540
David Rojas, Central and Southern California david.rojas@mackin.com
Jennifer Maydole, Northern California jennifer.maydole@mackin.com

Mrs. Nelson’s Library services bookcompany.mrsnelsons.com
1650 W. Orange grove Avenue Pomona, CA 91768 (800) 875-9911
Patrick Nelson, Library Services general Manager (800) 875-9911
Laura Nelson, Book Fair general Manager (909) 865-8550

*Perma-Bound Books perma-bound.com

8 Vintage Way Coto de Caza, CA 92679
John Geeza, regional Sales Manager (949) 274-3222 johngeeza@perma-bound.com

Rosen Digital rosendigital.com

29 east 21st St. New york, Ny 10010 (877) 381-6649
Miriam Gilbert, Director rosen Digital (303) 818-7187 miriamg@rosenpub.com
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Become a Member of CSLA
Who we are and what we do
The California School Library Association is an organization of teacher librarians,
classroom teachers, paraprofessionals, district and county coordinators of curriculum,
media and technology, and others committed to enriching student learning by building
a better future for school libraries.
The association encourages professional growth, provides avenues for sharing
common concerns, represents the interests of school libraries to the Legislature and the
California Department of Education, and enables members to serve the educational
needs of the multiculturally diverse students of California.
What are the benefits of membership?
• You acquire a network of colleagues across California who share your interests
and enthusiasm.
• You develop channels of communication and support through professional
relationships made and renewed at workshops and conferences.
• You receive discounts on registration for workshops and conferences.
• You keep abreast of the latest developments in media, technology, curriculum
and instruction.
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